
What is claimed is:

1. A semiconductor device

a semiconductor substrate h

comprising

:

iving a first conductivity

type;

a first region in a major surfac

substrate;

a second well having the f

in a second region in the major

a first well having a second conductivity type formed in

e of the semiconductor

substrate;

rst conductivity type formed

surface of the semiconductor

a first MOS transistor having the first conductivity type

k^-

and a first contact region having the second conductivity type

formed in the. first well;

a second MOS transistor havjing the second conductivity

type and a second contact region! having the second

conductivity type formed in the second well;

a heavily doped region of bdried layer having the second

conductivity type formed at a portion corresponding to the
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first contact region in the firs t well;, and

a heavily doped region -of buried layer having the first

conductivity type formed at a portion corresponding to the

second contact region in the second well.

2. The semiconductor devi

wherein the heavily doped regions of buried layers having the

ce as dlaimed in claim 1,

first and second conductivity tvpes are spaced at a distance

of about 0.25 to -1.0 turn beneath the major surface of the

semiconductor substrate

,

3. The semiconductor device as claimed in claim 1,

wherein the junction depth of

1.5 to 2.0 /iin

.

. 4. The semiconductor d

wherein the concentration of

buried layer having the first

the first and second wells is

svice as claimed in claim 1,

:he heavily doped region of

that of the second well and lcwer than that of the second

conductivity type is higher than



0 contact region,

m
Sfi

.'at .5
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5. The semiconductor device as claimed in claim 1,

wherein the concentration of the heavily doped region of

\
buried layer having the second conductivity type is higher

than that of the fir^t well and lower than that of the first

contact region.

6. A method of fabricating a semiconductor device

comprising the steps of:

forming a field oxide layer /n a semiconductor substrate

having a first conductivity ty^ where the semiconductor

substrate is included first a^d second MOS transistor regions

and first and second contacj( regions;

forming a first we l^yhaving a second conductivity type in

the major surface of tty4
7 semiconductor substrate having the

first MOS transistor y^gion and the first contact region,

forming a heavyj^y doped region of buried layer having the

second conductivi// type at a portion spaced corresponding to
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the first contact region in the first wel/;

forming a second well having the fitrst conductivity type

in the semiconductor substrate' having/the second MOS

transistor region and the second coiycact region; and

forming a heavily doped regio4i of buried layer having the

first conductivity type at a portion .spaced corresponding to the

second contact region in the s.ocond well

7. The method as claimed in claim 6, wherein the

heavily doped region of buried layer having the first and

second conductivity /ivnes are/spaced at a distance of about

0.25 to 1.0 jum benearM the major surface of the semiconductor

substrate

,

8. The method as claimed in claim 6, wherein the

junction depth ok the first and second wells is 1.5 to 2.0 ^m.

9. The/method as claimed in claim 6, wherein the

concentration of the heavily doped region of buried layer
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having the first conductivity type is hi
y
g]^fer than that of the

second well and lower than that of the/ s'econd contact

region

.

10. The method as claime. aim 6, wherein the

concentration of the heavily c&Sped region of buried layer

having the second conductivity type is higher than that of the

first well and lower than//hat of the first contact region.
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